TRANSFORM ARRHYTHMIA DETECTION AND MANAGEMENT AT THE POINT OF CARE

Featuring no leads or wires, this wearable continuous ECG recorder empowers clinicians to better detect irregular heart rhythms in the office, reducing time to diagnose and improving the patient experience.

JANUARY 1 – MARCH 15, 2020

When you purchase one box of TAGecg Sensors (5/box), TAGConnect™ Software and the TAGecg Smart Cable, you will receive one additional box of TAGecg Sensors (5/box) at no additional cost.*

*Limited to one additional box of TAG Sensors with eligible purchase. Eligible models for purchase include TAGECG-5, TAGECG-SWF, TAGECG-SMCABLE

To purchase this product, please contact your local Hillrom representative, then visit hillrom.com/TagPromoJan20 to redeem this offer.

To redeem this offer, purchase one box of TAGecg Sensors (TAGECG-5), TAGConnect Software (TAGECG-SWF) and the TAGecg Smart Cable (TAGECG-SMCABLE) from your distributor. Then go online to the URL provided and redeem your additional item valued at $875. In accordance with federal healthcare regulations, if you are required to report the cost of the Welch Allyn product you purchased in any cost report or claim for reimbursement you submit to Medicare, Medicaid or another federal health care program, then you must account for the Discount Value in that report. You would account for the discount by allocating the Discount Value across all units purchased. You should retain this notice with your invoice and other business records that document the cost of the purchased Welch Allyn product, and provide it in response to any request from the US Department of Health and Human Services or a state agency administering funds from a federal healthcare program.

Offer available on eligible purchases made January 1 - March 15, 2020, only. To be eligible for offer, customer must purchase qualifying products identified in this document and provide proof of purchase as indicated on the redemption form found at www.hillrom.com/TagPromoJan20. To qualify, all information must be submitted via the online redemption process by April 30, 2020. Promotion valid for end-users in the U.S. only. Distributor stocking orders do not qualify. Please allow 12 weeks for receipt of product or rebate. Promotion cannot be combined with any other promotion, offer, coupon, enhanced discount or special pricing arrangement; some exclusions apply. Any customer with a rebate amount of $500 or more is required to submit a W-9.
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